We ask you to see that the Attorney General gets to the bot
tom of the Bradford King and Diane King "discoveries" of illegal
activities of the non-profit organizations pulled off through
the Calhoun County Mental Health Dept.
Brad King and Diane King were caught up in the crossfire of
greed and extortion-- literally a war of who is conniving enough
to "win" the only jobs available or "created" in Calhoun County:
Non-profit Positions.
Diane King was a Native American (an American Indian). Brad
King is a white man and was made the scapegoat of the assassination
of what some called Diane King: Agressive, Ambitious and Budding.
Many were envious of the fact that the Kellogg Foundation had
offered Diane a job funded by a Grant. The job would "expand"
her career. Black, white, male, female and religious controversy
arose from the promise of that non-profit, not a job, but a
position. Most all the conflict in Calhoun County is caused by
the purposely set-up racial and ethnic heated controversial plot,
(see BCU. EDGE Program: Dr. Thompson, Western Michigan University)
The less we get along the thicker the plot thickens.
The White Nun who testified against Bradford King was a
Kellogg Funded/Western Michigan University promoter of Native
American culture. The Nun had a greater motive to get rid of
Diane King. The Nun, the white man, Seita and numerous others,
such as the Black non-profit CEO's; White and Black Battle Creek
School Board Presidents, Trustees and Superintendents stood to
gain financially and stood to get funds which would enhance
their careers in schemes such as the Schools of Choice. The
Schools of Choice is segregation, and segregation is the same as
ethnic cleansing— all plotted out in The Book.
Diane King was investigating the illegal selling of food
obtained from the Food Bank for food stamps at local non-profit
organizations. The other media turned a deaf ear to the proof.
The Judge and the Prosecutor were well aware of these facts.
Yet, the transcript will show how the issue was polished to make
it insignificant by the judge and the prosecutor. S.T.O.P.
sent the evidence to Ronald J. Vogel, Branch Chief Policy &
Program Development Supplement Food Programs Division, U.S.D.A.,
3101 Park Center Drive, Alexandria, VA 22302, Oct. 26, 1991.
The common practice of the Kellogg Foundation is to promise
an investigator of the corruption of public school, city, county
and state officials a job if he or she would halt the investigation.
Diane also was following up on S.T.O.P.'s complaint of the
Parents Research Institute for Drug Education (PRIDE) funded by
the Kellogg Foundation and pushed through the Battle Creek
Public Schools for students to fill out: Personal and Family
Information, such as, White? Black? Hispanic? Asian? or Native
American?
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